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1. Introduction

• Inhomogeneous erosion of thin tungsten layers on carbon divertor tiles was observed
in AUG and JET, with a much higher erosion (factor 10 and higher) on plasma inclined
faces than the mean erosion [1,2].
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3. Long-term evolution of tungsten surfaces
in the ASDEX Upgrade outer divertor
AUG outer divertor strike point area is a global net W erosion area
see A. Hakola et al., poster 16B, this conference

• Outer AUG divertor strike point (Bgr. 1):
10 µm W layers deposited by CMSII method on fine grain graphite

• Campaign 2009: 5274 seconds plasma in divertor configuration
Initial: 1.5 µm W
Mean erosion: 0.28 µm
Max erosion: > 1.5 µm
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2. Inhomogeneous erosion/redeposition
on rough divertor surfaces [3]
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Start of campaign: 18.3.2009
End of campaign: 18.12.2009

Inhomogeneous erosion due to combined effect of magnetic field + electrical sheath potential

• Real surface topography measured by AFM and used for simulation calculations
• Erosion by D, B, C, O-ions predominantly on leading faces of a rough surface
• Small (or no) erosion in shadowed areas and pores
• Almost homogeneous re-deposition of eroded W on rough surfaces

redeposited W
with B, C, N, O

⇒ Deposition and re-deposition of tungsten even in global net erosion areas,
in shadowed places and pores
SEM micrograph

CMSII-deposited W

AFM measurement of surface topography,
overlaid with erosion areas from SEM
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Calculated erosion of W,
overlaid with erosion areas from SEM
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• Smoothing of initially rough surfaces by plasma exposure due to
inhomogeneous erosion/deposition of W
see also E. Fortuna-Zalesna et al., poster 79A, this conference

• Redeposited layers in microscopically shadowed areas consist of inclusions

4. Conclusions
• Smoothing of initially rough tungsten surfaces due to
- Erosion of tungsten dominantly on leading faces of rough surface
- Re-deposition of eroded tungsten in shadowed areas of rough surface
- Multi-step process
• Re-deposited W-layers are co-deposited with B, C, N, O
- Inclusions consisting of W mixed with low-Z elements embedded
in a W matrix
- Enhanced storage of N (A. Kallenbach et al., PSI 2010)
• Long term evolution of surfaces?
• Consequences for hydrogen diffusion and inventory?

containing many possible mixed phases (for example BxW y, W xCy, W xNy, WOx)
embedded in a W matrix

• Hollow pores in the W matrix exist, but seldom
• Boronizations visible as bands of low-Z material
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